‘Education is

for improving the lives of others and for
leaving your community and world better than you
found it.’

BLESSING CEREMONY

Let your hard work propel you to a speed so fast that good luck has no
choice but to ride with a winner like you.
The blessing ceremony of Delhi World Public School, Noida Extension for the class X was held February
01, 2020. The event started with Tilak ritual on forehead to enlighten the students with the presence of
almighty in their knowledge and studies. The students were seated and citing of Gayatri Mantra was
collectively offered. The students were then blessed by the teachers through the ‘Showers of Blessings’
song. All the teachers prayed for their success in every walk of life.
The Principal of the school, Ms. Jyoti Arora, in her address to the students of class X, said that this type of
programs always boost up the morale of the students and convince them that they are very special. She
said that success doesn’t come by chance; a consistent, committed and rigorous practice is required to
achieve success in any sphere of life.

School
ASSEMBLY ON TEAMWORK

“Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence win championships”
A very informative assembly was conducted by the versatile students of Class I on 21 February’20 on the
topic ‘ Team Work’. The assembly began with a prayer to seek blessings of lord almighty. It was followed
by the morning news, amazing quotations and facts based on the topic. The students were also shown a
thematic video that effectively delivered the message that “The strength of the team is each individual
member. The strength of each member is the team”. The students also presented a small skit that filled
the auditorium with a huge applause . The Headmistress of Primary Wing- Ms. Sangeeta Mukerjee
appreciated the combined efforts of the students and teachers for presenting a wonderful assembly. The
assembly concluded with the rendition of the National Anthem.

FRENCH ASSEMBLY

Class V-B children presented an assembly on the topic “Hard work is the key to success” wherein they
had presented thought, news, poem and a small speech on the topic. Students summed up the
assembly with a melodious song “Alouette” which described the hard work that birds do everyday.
Children made a thoughtful gesture of including a PPT presentation with English translation.

School
ASSEMBLY ON NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY

“The Science of Today is the Technology of Tomorrow”.
National Science Day was celebrated in the school auditorium on February 17, 2019 with great zest
where the students of Class- III presented a mesmerising assembly and paid tribute to one of the
greatest scientists and signified the invention of 'The Raman Effect' by the veteran Indian Physicist,
Sir Chandrasekhar Raman. The assembly began with the morning prayer followed by thought of the
day, news headlines and a quiz to enhance the knowledge and importance of Science in day to day
life. The assembly culminated with the shower of blessings by the Headmistress Ma’am followed by
national anthem.

ASSEMBLY ON ADAPTABILITY

Adaptability is the essence of evolution!
A grand assembly full of awe-factor in rising sequence of News, Thought of the day, facts on Adaptability
was presented by class II E. The assembly was summed up with a Skit performance which informatively
informed the audience the message of the theme.
Head mistress Ms. Sangeeta Mukerjee appreciated the students and the audience who had participated
enthusiastically in the assembly.

School
COOKING WITHOUT FIRE

.

“Learning is experience, everything else is just an information”.
Students of Class – V donned their ‘chef caps’ to exhibit their culinary skills in
‘cooking without fire’ activity held on 19th February’ 2020. Students of all the
sections of Class-V participated with full zeal and enthusiasm as they doled out
nutritious delicacies.
Food items displayed were a visual treat and were presented in an artistic and
aesthetic style. Little chefs explained the dishes wonderfully like professionals
and won the applause of everyone for their ingenuity. It was a fun filled activity
which not only provided a platform for the students to foster their creativity but
also
help them to explore their hidden talents.

ASSEMLY ON SERVICE TO HUMANITY

Service to humanity, is but practical divinity!
In an aim to inculcate the value of 'Service before Self', class II A presented an inspiring assembly. The assembly
started with Morning news followed by Thought of the day and important facts on service to humanity. The
presentation combined an interesting poem on “Always sharing ” and a Skit performance to reenforce the value
of the theme.
The assembly truly showcased and conveyed the valuable message of how can we practice service to Humanity
in everyday life.
Head mistress, Ms. Sangeeta Mukherjee appreciated the students and the audience who had participated
enthusiastically in the assembly

School
FOLK DANCE

On 7th February 2020, At Delhi World Public School, class 3 and 4 presented a choice a folk
dance class activity.All shows feature four dancers in authentic costume and include audience
participation and an educational narrative. The programs, which emphasize cultural diversity,
are designed to introduce students to the art of dance, to foster an appreciation of other
cultures, and to encourage the concept of arts education as part of the core curriculum in
schools.

TALENT HUNT

On 14 February 2020 ,A Talent hunt activity was organised in Delhi World Public School.
The objective of the activity was to discover the hidden talents in the fresh students and also to
inculcate the values of discipline among them. The students participated enthusiastically in the event.
Poem recitation and presentation of self-composed poem by the students was a distinct feature of
the activity. Students showcased their skill at classical and contemporary dance. They also showed
their expertise at public speaking and calligraphy. Students participated in this event were greatly
appreciated by the faculty members and the Head Mistress.

School
TRIP TO PRERNA STHAL

One of the most treasured memories of school life are the picnics, educational trips and adventure camps
attended with friends. To ensure that our students can add more to this treasure, every year the school
organizes visits for all. Smiling faces, twinkling eyes and giggling laughter – are our memories from each such
trip. And yes, together we learn sharing and caring, team spirit and time management and come back
enriched and empowered. With the same enthusiasm, students of Grades VII & VIII accompanied by their class
teachers left the school premises on a bright & fresh morning of 14th February 2020 on an educational and fun
trip to Prerna Sthal. The curiosity and excitement amongst the students was at the peak as they experienced
the beauty of nature. The salubrious environment and magnificent statues were the center of attraction. The
other key attraction was a tomb with beautiful historical pictures.All the students gathered the unforgettable
and cherished memories with their friends and teachers and enjoyed playing and discovering the rich culture
of our nation. The trip was a real treat as the students not only gained knowledge but enlightened themselves
in every aspect!

The first school outing for the students of Class II
The most awaited day of the year for the students of Class II was
the school outing to Dalit Prerna Sthal, Noida.
The students were extremely excited and kept singing songs in
the bus till they reached the destination. The venue of the outing
gave an experience to the students of being surrounded by
greenery, peace and beauty of nature.
The visit to Prerna Sthal was a memorable one as it motivated
the students to take care of their environment and to maintain
cleanliness around them. It was a wonderful opportunity for all
the children to strengthen their bonds and everyone came back
to the school rejuvenated.

School
Keeping Calm No matter what and 24X7 secured happiness

A workshop on 'Keeping Calm No matter what and 24X7 secured happiness' was conducted by Sister Renu
and Sister Mamta of Bramha Kumari on February 29, 2020 at Delhi world public school. The Sisters gave
teachers valuable and enlightened inspiration to enhance the sanctity of the Noble profession of teaching
in school.
The primary purpose of this training was to explore the importance of peace with self and being happy to
be able to transpire positive energy to the students and colleagues. The workshop began with meditation
and calming activity.
Sister Renu summed up the workshop by giving many positive affirmations to the teachers such as using
care, concern, positivity and belief in students rather than anger and disturbed reaction.
It was a well thought-out workshop of motivating, inspiring and creating self realisation in the teachers,
mentors and facilitators to rediscover themselves.

TETE- A –TETE:
AN INTERACTIVE PLATFORM FOR ENRICHED LEARNING

Education is a shared commitment between dedicated teachers, motivated students and
enthusiastic parents to encompass, generate and enrich the learning experience provided. Such is
the essence of the ‘Tete- A -Tete’ program being conducted by Delhi World Public School,
Noida Extension to enable teachers organise an interactive session with their students’ families
to know them better for 360-degree development of their personality.

School
FUN WITH NATURE

‘We study and stay close to nature’
It's always fun to add a pinch of adventure and a sprinkle of green time is a part of our curriculum. It's
connect the children close with the nature. At DWPS, our children are encouraged to run around the field,
roll in the lush green meadows and enjoy each day. This helps them to cherish the time they spend in
school.

CREATIVE CLASS ROOMS

In the land of fireflies, the teachers are the protector of light. Our classrooms allow our children
find happiness and peace every time they glow. They learn to grow, help the peer to bloom against
the strongest of winds. They learn to keep their head high. Our classrooms are bestowed with the
power to change a firefly into a phoenix. At DWPS, the creativity in every individual is unleashed
to create a better world.

School
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

"Our intelligence is what makes us human, and Artificial
Intelligence is an extension of that quality.”
Three DIPSITES from Delhi World Public School, Noida Extension, Arzoo Kathiat, Muskan Sethi and
Rohit Sharma contributed their valuable participation in the *First Inter-DWPS* Artificial
Intelligence (AI) competition. Their project amalgamated the mystery of space exploration and
the logics of AI.
Beautifully designed and animated 5 charts, real-feel 4 models and a sum-up (CAP) Computer
aided Presentation through Power Point was exhibited to showcase components of Vikram lander,
pragyaan rover and the orbiter, launched by GSLV MK- III. This enriching experience was organised
on 1st February 2020 at DWPS- Greater Noida.
The project and the efforts put into it were greatly applauded and appreciated by the
Adjudicators, Teachers and the fellow contestants.
The students summarized the event as educational, phenomenal and experiential in a holistic
approach.

MASK MAKING

Since the age of cave dwellers, long before language came into existence, humans have used
drawing and painting to communicate their ideas!
Class VIII B students aesthetically demonstrated their creative side through Mask making and
Poster making activity.
The classroom was transformed into vibrant and picturesque studio with their creations!

School
SPARKS OF IMAGINATION

CREATIVE CORNER
Let’s Start Living
There is a word known as humanity,
Which is in search for purity?
We are destroying our own precious earth,
On which we have taken birth.
Our motherland takes care of you and me
Please! Listen to her plea
There is a time when we are going to suffer,
The struggle to rebuild the earth would be
tougher.
A message sent through words,a small plant
,that
Our escape is now in danger, don’t act like a
stranger!
So, think before you do something wrong
This is the message not a song!
-KANISHKA PANDEY
VII A

Comic Stripes byAnanya Chandra SharmaVI A
Angel Sharma -VI-A

Team School Scoop:
▪ Ms Ekta Dhawan
▪ Ms Deepika Agarwal
▪ Ms Sumathi Krishnan
▪ Ms Meena Upreti
▪ Mr Nitin Rana

A sneak peek ( for the month of
March’20) :
▪ Orientation day
▪ Commencement of new
session

